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Abstract. A scintillation model is developed for uplink-downlink optical
communication channels applicable in moderate to strong fluctuation
conditions that may arise under large zenith angles between transmitter
and receiver. The model developed here is an extension of a recently
published theory that treats irradiance fluctuations along a horizontal
path as a modulation of small-scale scintillation by large-scale scintilla-
tion. For a downlink path the scintillation index is modeled like that of an
infinite plane wave, and for an uplink path we consider a spherical wave
model. In both cases the scintillation index agrees with conventional
weak-fluctuation-theory results out to zenith angles of 45 to 60 deg. The
covariance function of irradiance fluctuations is also developed under the
same conditions as assumed for the scintillation index. On a downlink
path under small zenith angles the implied correlation length is propor-
tional to the Fresnel-zone scale. For zenith angles exceeding 85 deg, the
downlink correlation length varies directly with the spatial coherence ra-
dius weighted by a factor that depends on changes in Cn

2 the refractive
index structural parameter with altitude. © 2000 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(00)02412-0]

Subject terms: atmospheric optics; scintillation; optical wave propagation; laser
satellite communication.
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1 Introduction

For more than three decades the scientific community has
expressed interest in the possibility of using high-data-rate
optical transmitters for satellite communications.1–12 This
interest stems from the advantages offered by optical wave
systems over conventional rf systems, such as smaller an-
tennas; less mass, power, and volume; and the intrinsic nar-
row beam and high gain of lasers. Developmental programs
in the USA involving optical communications started in the
1960s with the development of a CO2 system by NASA
and a Nd:YAG direct detection system by the Air Force. In
the 1970s and 1980s there were a number of follow-on
developmental programs like the Space Flight Test System
~SFTS!, Airborne Flight Test System~AFTS!, Laser
Crosslink Subsystem~LCS!, and Follow-on Early Warning
System~FEWS!. Unfortunately, most of these government
developmental programs were terminated due to funding
cutbacks.1

During the 1990s there has been renewed interest in the
use of high-data-rate optical transmitters for satellite com-
munication channels connecting ground/airborne-to-space
or space-to-ground/airborne data links. Although optical
communication systems offer several advantages as stated
above, laser-satellite communication systems are subject to
severe signal fading below a prescribed threshold value,
owing primarily to optical scintillations associated with the
received signal. Several papers have dealt with actual mea-
surements of atmospherically induced scintillation and/or
the development of theoretical models for predicting scin-
tillation levels.3–12 However, the previously developed the-

oretical models are all based on conditions of weak fluctua-
tions, which generally limits the assumed zenith angle to 45
to 60 deg or less. For greater zenith angles, moderate to
strong-fluctuation theory must generally be used to predict
optical scintillation, but thus far no tractable models have
been developed for this case.

A heuristic scintillation model was introduced recently
that is applicable under moderate to strong irradiance fluc-
tuations, but limited to atmospheric channels along hori-
zontal paths in which the refractive-index structure param-
eter Cn

2 is assumed to be constant.13 This new model is
based on a modulation process in which small-scale scin-
tillation is modulated by large-scale scintillation. In particu-
lar, it takes into account the continued loss of transverse
spatial coherence of the optical wave as it propagates from
weak to strong fluctuation regimes. The loss of spatial co-
herence is allowed for by the formal introduction of a spa-
tial amplitude filter that eliminates ineffective cell sizes be-
tween the correlation length and scattering disk in multiple-
scattering regimes. In this paper we build upon that model
by introducing a modification of the filter function to ac-
count for changes inCn

2 as a function of propagation dis-
tance. Our analysis includes models for scintillation and the
covariance function of irradiance fluctuations on both up-
link and downlink laser-satellite communication channels.

2 The Modulation Process

In this section we first briefly review the theory of scintil-
lation developed in Ref. 13 for horizontal paths with con-
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stant refractive index structure parameter. Building on that
theory, we then extend the results to vertical or slant paths.

To begin, we assume the received irradiance of the op-
tical wave can be modeled as a modulation process in
which small-scale~diffractive! fluctuations are multiplica-
tively modulated by large-scale~refractive! fluctuations.
Thus, similarly to previous treatments,14–16 the received ir-
radiance can be expressed as a productI 5xy, where x
arises from large-scale turbulent cells, or eddies, andy from
small-scale cells. If we further assume thatx and y are
statistically independent and that^I &51, the scintillation
index s I

25^I 2&/^I &221 takes the form

s I
25^x2&^y2&215~11sx

2!~11sy
2!215sx

21sy
21sx

2sy
2,

~1!

where^ & denotes an ensemble average and wheresx
2 and

sy
2 are the variances ofx andy, respectively. Moreover, we

can expresssx
2 andsy

2 in terms of log-irradiance variances
of x and y according to13 sx

25exp(sln x
2 )21 and sy

2

5exp(sln y
2 )21, which permits us to rewrite Eq.~1! equiva-

lently as

s I
25exp~s ln x

2 1s ln y
2 !21. ~2!

Small-scale scintillation is caused by diffractive turbu-
lence cells on the order of the correlation length of the
irradiance fluctuations, and large-scale scintillation is
caused by refractive cells on the order of the scattering
disk. The scattering disk is defined by the refractive cell
size l at which the focusing angleuF; l /L is equal to the
average diffraction angleuD , whereuD;1/AkL in weak
fluctuations anduD;1/kr0 in strong fluctuations. The cor-
relation length and scattering disk of an optical wave in
weak irradiance fluctuations are both on the order of the
first Fresnel zone (L/k)1/2, whereas in strong fluctuations
the correlation length is on the order of the transverse spa-
tial coherence radiusr0 and the scattering disk is charac-
terized byL/kr0 . The parameterL represents total path
length between transmitter and receiver, andk is the optical
wave number.

2.1 Spatial Filter Function: Constant-Cn
2 Model

The assumed model for the power spectrum of refractive
index fluctuations is the conventional Kolmogorov spec-
trum Fn(k,z)50.033Cn

2(z)k211/3, wherez represents the
propagation distance from the transmitter. Because of the
assumed modulation process, we formally replaceFn(k,z)
with the effectivespectrum model

Fn,e~k,z!50.033Cn
2~z!k211/3G~k,z!, ~3!

whereG(k,z) is a spatial filter induced by the propagation
process andz is a propagation distance that varies between
z50 andz5L. For propagation environments whereCn

2 is
essentially constant, the induced filter function can be ap-
proximated by13

G~k,z!'Gx~k!1Gy~k!5expS 2
k2

kx
2D 1

k11/3

~k21ky
2!11/6,

~4!

in which there is no explicit dependence on the propagation
variablez. ~Inner-scale effects were taken into account in
Ref. 13 but are neglected in the present analysis.! The
quantityGx(k) is the large-scale filter function, andGy(k)
is the small-scale filter function, both of which are selected
on the basis of mathematical tractability. Other functional
forms for these filter functions may be just as appropriate
and can lead to similar results to those presented below.
The parameterkx is a large-scale~or refractive! spatial-
frequency cutoff much like an inner-scale parameter, and
ky is a small-scale~or diffractive! spatial-frequency cutoff
similar to an outer-scale parameter. In this fashion,G(k,z)
acts like an amplitude~or irradiance! spatial filter function
that only permits low-pass spatial frequenciesk,kx and
high-pass spatial frequenciesk.ky at a given propagation
distance.

The low-pass and high-pass spatial-frequency cutoffs
appearing in the filter function~4! are directly related to the
correlation length and scattering disk of the fluctuating ir-
radiance. Hence, at any distanceL into the random me-
dium, we assume the existence of an effective scattering
disk L/klx and an effective correlation lengthl y related,
respectively, to the cutoff wave numbers according to

L

klx
5

1

kx
;HAL/k, L/kr0

2!1,

L/kr0 , L/kr0
2@1,

~5!

l y5
1

ky
;HAL/k, L/kr0

2!1,

r0 , L/kr0
2@1.

~6!

Here,L/kr0
2!1 represents weak fluctuation conditions and

L/kr0
2@1 represents strong fluctuations whenCn

2 is con-
stant.

2.2 Spatial Filter Function: Variable-Cn
2 Model

Propagation along a vertical or slant path requires aCn
2(h)

profile model to describe properly the varying strength of
optical turbulence as a function of altitudeh. One of the
most widely used models is the Hufnagel-Valley~HV!
model described by17

Cn
2~h!50.00594~v/27!2~1025h!10exp~2h/1000!

12.7310216exp~2h/1500!1A exp~2h/100!,

~7!

whereh is in meters~m!, v is the rms windspeed~pseudo-
wind! in meters per second~m/s!, andA is a nominal value
of Cn

2(0) at the ground in m22/3. In the following analysis,
v521 m/s, A51.7310214 or 3310213m22/3, h0 is the
height above ground of an optical transmitter/receiver,H is
the altitude of the satellite~receiver/transmitter!, z is the
zenith angle, and the total propagation distance to the sat-
ellite is L5(H2h0)secz.
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For an uplink/downlink communication channel, the
spatial-frequency filter function adopted here exhibits the
modified form

G~k,z;H,h0!5Gx~k,z;H,h0!1Gy~k;H,h0!

5A~H,h0!expH 2E
0

1

DFkr0

kx
w~t,z!G dtJ

1
B~H,h0!k11/3

~k21ky
2!11/6 , ~8!

wherekx andky are defined similarly to Eqs.~5! and ~6!,
and A(H,h0) and B(H,h0) are weighting constants that
allow for altitude variations of the structure parameter
Cn

2(h) on the large-scale and small-scale scintillations.
Once again, these particular choices of large-scale and
small-scale filter functions are based on mathematical con-
venience rather than on a rigorous physical basis. The func-
tion D(r) that appears in Eq.~8! is the plane-wave phase-
structure function defined by

D~r!52.914~k2r5/3secz!E
h0

H

Cn
2~h! dh

52.914m0k2r5/3secz52~r/r0!5/3, ~9!

the functionw(t,z) depends on propagation distance ac-
cording to

w~t,z!5H t~12ez/L !, t,z/L,

~z/L !~12et!, t.z/L
~10!

(e50 for a plane wave ande51 for a spherical wave!, and

m05E
h0

H

Cn
2~h! dh. ~11!

Although it is not obvious, the low-pass~large-scale!
filter function Gx(k,z;H,h0) in Eq. ~8! takes into account
that large-scale effects are strongest near the transmitter
and that a phase variation at propagation distancez,L
induces an amplitude effect at the receiver located at dis-
tanceL from the transmitter. Moreover, it is chosen in such
a way that it leads to results consistent with those devel-
oped in Ref. 13 and also agrees with the low-pass filter
function in the asymptotic theory for the saturation
regime.18–20In this regard, the weighting constantA(H,h0)
reduces to unity in the limiting case of constantCn

2, and we
find the scintillation index in the saturation regime takes the
form20

s I
2~L !51132p2k2E

0

LE
0

`

kFn~k!Gx~k,z;L,0!

3sin2F k2

2k
w~z,z!G dk dz, ~12!

where

Gx~k,z;L,0!5expH 2E
0

1

DFLk

k
w~t,z!G dtJ . ~13!

~We should point out that in a recent simulation experi-
ment, Flatte´ and Gerber21 showed that their simulation data
for the saturation regime give a somewhat different power-
law behavior than that predicted by the asymptotic
theory.18–20! Under strong fluctuations, the high-pass filter
function Gy(k;H,h0) depends mostly on small turbulent
cells near the receiver and thus exhibits essentially no ex-
plicit dependence on the distance variablez along the path.
We tacitly assume that this is true of the high-pass filter
function even in weak fluctuations. LikeA(H,h0), the
weighting constantB(H,h0) in the high-pass filter function
also reduces to unity whenCn

2 is constant.

3 Downlink Channel

For a downlink path from a satellite, it is well known that
the ground-level scintillation near the center of the received
wave can be accurately modeled by a plane wave.22 Based
on weak-scintillation theory and the Kolmogorov spectrum
@Eq. ~3! with G(k,z)[1], the scintillation index for a
plane wave is simply the Rytov variance defined by17,22,23

s1
252.606k2 seczE

h0

H

Cn
2~h!E

0

`

k28/3

3H 12cosF ~h2h0!k2 secz

k G J dk dh

52.25m1k7/6~H2h0!5/6sec11/6z, ~14!

where

m15E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!S h2h0

H2h0
D 5/6

dh. ~15!

We see from the form of Eq.~15! that the Rytov variance
~14! depends mostly on high-altitude turbulence. Hence, we
generally expect values of the Rytov variance consistent
with weak-fluctuation theory except for the case of large
zenith angles. In the following analysis it is sometimes use-
ful to express the Rytov variance~14! in terms of the plane-
wave transverse spatial coherence radius17,23 r0

5(1.45m0k2)23/5cos3/5z which leads to

s1
251.55S L

kr0
2D 5/6m1

m0
. ~16!

For constant Cn
2, Eqs. ~14! and ~16! reduce to s1

2

51.23Cn
2k7/6L11/650.847(L/kr0

2)5/6.

3.1 Scintillation Index

By following the approach in Ref. 13, the small-scale log-
irradiance scintillation takes the form
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s ln y
2 52.606B~H,h0!k2 seczE

h0

H

Cn
2~h!E

0

` k

~k21ky
2!11/6

3H 12cosF ~h2h0!k2 secz

k G J dk dh

'1.563@B~H,h0!m0k7/6~H2h0!5/6sec11/6z#hy
25/6,

~17!

or, by the use of Eq.~14!,

s ln y
2 50.695B~H,h0!

m0

m1
s1

2hy
25/6, ~18!

where

hy5
Lky

2

k
53~110.69s1

12/5!. ~19!

The proper choice of weighting constant in Eq.~18! is not
clear, but by selectingB(H,h0)51.83(m1 /m0), we note
that Eq. ~18! reduces to the expressions ln y

2

51.272s1
2hy

25/6 given in Ref. 13. This choice of weighting
constantB(H,h0) also minimizes low-altitude effects in
s ln y

2 and reduces appropriately to unity in the limiting case
of constantCn

2. Consequently, Eq.~18! becomes

s ln y
2 5

0.51s1
2

~110.69s1
12/5!5/6. ~20!

To find a comparable expression for the large-scale log-
irradiance variance, we first use Eqs.~9! and ~10! with e
50 to simplify the low-pass spatial filter, i.e.,

Gx~k,z;H,h0!5A~H,h0!expH 2E
0

1

DFkr0

kx
w~t,z!G dtJ

5A~H,h0!expF22S k

kx
D 5/3

j5/3S 12
5

8
j D G ,

~21!

wherej5z/L5(h2h0)/(H2h0) on a downlink channel.
Thus, using the geometrical-optics approximation~i.e., 1
2cosx'x2/2), the large-scale log-irradiance variance be-
comes

s ln x
2 52.606k2 seczE

h0

H

Cn
2~h!E

0

`

k28/3Gx~k,z;H,h0!

3H 12cosF ~h2h0!k2 secz

k G J dk dh

'1.303A~H,h0!~H2h0!2 sec3z

3E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!j2E

0

`

k4/3expF22S k

kx
D 5/3

j5/3

3S 12
5

8
j D G dk dh

'0.263@A~H,h0!m2k7/6~H2h0!5/6sec11/6z#hx
7/6, ~22!

where13

m25E
h0

H Cn~h!j21/3

~12 5
8 j!7/5

dh, ~23!

hx5
Lkx

2

k
5

1

c11c2s1
12/5. ~24!

The scaling constantsc1 andc2 in Eq. ~24! will be deter-
mined below on the basis of asymptotic behavior under
weak and strong fluctuations. In terms of the Rytov vari-
ance~14!, we can rewrite Eq.~22! as

s ln x
2 50.116A~H,h0!S m2

m1
Ds1

2hx
7/6. ~25!

Through arguments analogous to those for the small-
scale log-variance, here we setA(H,h0)54.68m1 /m2 , in
which A(H,h0)51 with constantCn

2. Also, we setc1

51.09, so that Eq.~25! reduces tos ln x
2 '0.49s1

2 under
weak fluctuations (s1

2!1), giving us s ln x
2 1sln y

2 5s1
2. In

the saturation regime, we impose the asymptotic result13

A(H,h0)hx
7/6'(kr0

2/L)7/65@1.7(m1 /m0)6/5s1
212/5#7/6,

where we are recallingL/kr0
250.59(m0 /m1)6/5s1

12/5 from
Eq. ~16!. These results enable us to deduce that

hx5
0.92

112~m1 /m2!6/7~m0 /m1!6/5s1
12/5

, ~26!

and the large-scale log-irradiance variance~25! becomes

s ln x
2 5

0.49s1
2

@112~m1 /m2!6/7~m0 /m1!6/5s1
12/5#7/6

. ~27!

It is an interesting observation that the coefficient of
s1

12/5 in the denominators of Eqs.~26! and ~27! is nearly
constant, regardless of the ground-level turbulence strength,
upper atmospheric wind speed, and so forth. That is, using
the Hufnagle-Valley model~7!, we find that~on average!

2~m1 /m2!6/7~m0 /m1!6/5'1 to 1.5. ~28!
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Hence, if we take the nominal value of 1.11~i.e., the value
that arises whenCn

2 is constant! for the expression on the
left-hand side in Eq.~28!, we arrive at

s ln x
2 5

0.49s1
2

~111.11s1
12/5!7/6

. ~29!

Note that Eq.~29! is a minor variation of the large-scale
log-amplitude variance derived in Ref. 13.

Finally, we conclude from the above results~2!, ~20!,
and~29! that over a downlink optical communication chan-
nel in which H is greater than the effective atmospheric
layer, the received optical wave is approximately a plane
wave in which scintillation index for arbitrary zenith angle
and ground-level strength of turbulence is described by

s I
25expF 0.49s1

2

~111.11s1
12/5!7/61

0.51s1
2

~110.69s1
12/5!5/6G21,

0<s1
2,`, ~30!

where the Rytov variances1
2 is defined by Eq.~14!. At

zenith angles exceeding 45 to 60 deg the Rytov variance
can be much larger than unity, corresponding to moderate
to strong irradiance fluctuations predicted by Eq.~30!.

For a satellite positioned in either a low Earth orbit
~LEO! or a geostationary orbit~GEO! with receiver on the
ground (h050), the scintillation index~30! varies with ze-
nith angle as shown in Fig. 1 for a downlink optical wave
with wavelength l51.06mm. Weak-fluctuation theory
~dotted curves! as predicted by Eq.~14! is valid only for
zenith angles less than 60 deg when ground-level turbu-
lence is on the order ofA51.7310214m22/3; however,
when A53310213m22/3, weak-fluctuation theory is re-
stricted to zenith angles less than 40 deg. For shorter wave-
lengths, weak-fluctuation theory is limited to even smaller
zenith angles.

3.2 Covariance Function

Based on results given in Ref. 13, the covariance function
of irradiance fluctuations for a downlink propagation path
can be expressed as

BI~r!5exp@Bln x~r!1Bln y~r!#21, ~31!

where r denotes the distance between two points on the
phase front, andBln x(r) andBln y(r) are the log-irradiance
covariances of large-scale and small-scale fluctuations, re-
spectively, which reduce tos ln x

2 ands ln y
2 whenr50.

Following Ref. 13, the small-scale log-irradiance covari-
ance leads to

Bln y~r!52.606B~H,h0!k2 secz

3E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!E

0

` kJ0~kr!

~k21ky
2!11/6

3H 12cosF ~h2h0!k2 secz

k G J dk dh

'1.303@B~H,h0!m0k7/6~H2h0!5/6sec11/6z#

3E
0

` J0~rAkh/L !

~h1hy!11/6 dh, ~32!

from which we obtain~similarly to the constant-Cn
2 expres-

sion given in Ref. 13!

Bln y~r!50.994s ln y
2 S kr2hy

L D 5/12

K5/6F S kr2hy

L D 1/2G , ~33!

where Kn(x) is a Bessel function, B(H,h0)
51.83(m1 /m0), hy is defined by Eq.~19!, ands ln y

2 by Eq.
~20!.

If we use the filter function defined by Eq.~21! for the
large-scale fluctuations and impose the geometrical-optics
approximation, we obtain the expression

Bln x~r!52.606k2 seczE
h0

H

Cn
2~h!E

0

`

k28/3J0~kr!

3Gx~k,z!H 12cosF ~h2h0!k2 secz

k G J dk dh

'1.303A~H,h0!~H2h0!2 sec3 z

3E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!j2E

0

`

k4/3J0~kr!

3expF22S k

kx
D 5/3

j5/3S 12
5

8
j D G dk dh, ~34!

where j5(h2h0)/(H2h0) and once againA(H,h0)
54.68m1 /m2 . An exact evaluation of the inner integral in
Eq. ~34! is unknown. However, through approximation
methods it can be shown that

Bln x~r!'s ln x
2 m2~r!

m2~0!
, ~35!

Fig. 1 Scintillation index (solid curves) of a downlink optical wave to
a receiver on the ground as a function of zenith angle and two val-
ues of ground-level Cn

2(0). The wavelength is l51.06 mm, and the
dotted curves correspond to Eq. (14).
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where

m2~r!5E
h0

H Cn
2~h!j21/3

~12 5
8 j!7/5

31F1F7

5
;1;

2kr2hx

8Lj5/3~12 5
8 j!

G dh, ~36!

hx50.92/(111.11s1
12/5), s ln x

2 is defined by Eq.~29!, and

1F1(a;c;x) is a confluent hypergeometric function.24 Com-
bining the results of Eqs.~33! and ~35!, the covariance
function ~31! can be written as

BI~r!5expH s ln x
2 m2~r!

m2~0!
10.994s ln y

2 S kr2hy

L D 5/12

3K5/6F S kr2hy

L D 1/2G J 21. ~37!

In Fig. 2 we show the implied correlation length~solid
curves! of a ground-based receiver associated with a down-
link communication path from a satellite in orbit. The cor-
relation lengthrc is defined by the 1/e point of the covari-
ance function~37! scaled by the scintillation index~30!.
Notice that the two dotted curves, corresponding toA
51.7310214m22/3 and A53310213m22/3, coincide un-
der weak-fluctuation conditions~zenith angles not exceed-
ing 50 deg!. In fact, we found that the correlation lengthrc
for such conditions is roughly determined by the empirical
relation

rc'S 453103 secz

k D 1/2

, s1
2!1. ~38!

Also shown in Fig. 2 for comparison is the implied corre-
lation length~dotted curve! derived from standard Rytov
weak-fluctuation theory, based on the zero-crossing point
of the normalized covariance function. Clearly, the new

results are in reasonably good agreement with conventional
weak-fluctuation theory for zenith angles less than 50 deg.

Under strong fluctuations~zenith angles greater than 50
deg!, the implied correlation length illustrated in Fig. 2 is
more sensitive to ground level-turbulence. In the saturation
regime, for example, the correlation length is roughly char-
acterized by

rc'0.53~m0 /m1!3/5r0 , s1
2.10. ~39!

Last, we caution the reader that the results shown in Fig.
2 for the present theory are based on a LEO satellite using
the 1/e point of the normalized covariance function. For a
GEO satellite, the same results are deduced from the half-
power point of the normalized correlation function rather
than the 1/e point. This particular sensitivity to the height
of the satellite is a peculiarity of the current model and does
not exist in conventional weak-fluctuation models.

4 Uplink Channel

For an uplink optical wave model, we consider the case of
a diverged beam that acts like a point source or spherical
wave. Under weak scintillations, the normalized variance
of irradiance is described by8

s2
252.25m3k7/6~H2h0!5/6sec11/6z, ~40!

where

m35E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!j5/6~12j!5/6dh, ~41!

and, for an uplink path,j512(h2h0)/(H2h0). Note that
the functional form of the integral in Eq.~41! suggests that
it can be closely approximated by

m3'm1E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!S h2h0

H2h0
D 5/6

dh. ~42!

Consequently, the scintillation index~40! for an uplink
spherical wave in the weak-fluctuation regime is equivalent
to the Rytov variances1

2 for a downlink plane wave given
by Eq. ~14!.8 Thus, s2

2 is considered a measure of the
strength of turbulence when it exceeds unity, similar to our
interpretation ofs1

2. However, in the limiting case of a
horizontal path with constantCn

2, we find thats2
2 is equiva-

lent to the conventional spherical-wave results2
25b0

2

50.4s1
2.

4.1 Scintillation Index

To begin our analysis for an uplink channel, we follow the
downlink analysis for the small-scale log-irradiance vari-
ance, which leads to

Fig. 2 Correlation length as determined by the 1/e point of the co-
variance function (37), scaled by the scintillation index (30), and
shown as a function of zenith angle for a downlink optical wave from
a satellite in orbit. The dotted curve is based on standard Rytov
theory valid under weak-fluctuation conditions.
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s ln y
2 52.606B~H,h0!k2 seczE

h0

H

Cn
2~h!E

0

` k

~k21ky
2!11/6

3H 12cosFLk2

k
j~12j!G J dk dh

'1.563@B~H,h0!m0k7/6~H2h0!5/6sec11/6z#hy
25/6,

~43!

or, equivalently,

s ln y
2 50.695B~H,h0!S m0

m3
Ds2

2hy
25/6, ~44!

where the weighting constantB(H,h0) and nondimensional
parameterhy are not the same as those for the downlink
case. In particular, to ensure that the weighting constant in
Eq. ~44! reduces to unity whenCn

2 is constant, we select
B(H,h0)54.535m3 /m0 . For the nondimensional param-
eterhy , we set

hy58.92~110.69s2
12/5!, ~45!

which reduces Eq.~44! to a form comparable with Eq.~20!,
viz.,

s ln y
2 5

0.51s2
2

~110.69s2
12/5!5/6. ~46!

For an uplink spherical wave, we must recalculate the
large-scale filter function comparable to Eq.~21!. In this
case we sete51 in Eq. ~10! and obtain

Gx~k,z;H,h0!5A~H,h0! expH 2E
0

1

DFkr0

kx
w~t,z!G dtJ

5A~H,h0! expF2
3

4 S k

kx
D 5/3

j5/3~12j!5/3G ,
~47!

where kx is the low-pass cutoff spatial frequency and
A(H,h0) is the weighting constant for the uplink path.
From Eq.~47!, we deduce that

s ln x
2 5~2.606k2 secz!E

h0

H

Cn
2~h!E

0

`

k28/3Gx~k,z;H,h0!

3H 12cosFLk2

k
j~12j!G J dk dh

'1.303A~H,h0!~H2h0!2 sec3 z

3E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!j2~12j!2E

0

`

k4/3

3expF2
3

4 S k

kx
D 5/3

j5/3~12j!5/3G dk dh

'@1.04A~H,h0!m4k7/6~H2h0!5/6sec11/6z#hx
7/6, ~48!

or, using Eq.~40!,

s ln x
2 50.462A~H,h0!S m4

m3
Ds2

2hx
7/6, ~49!

where

m45E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!j21/3~12j!21/3dh. ~50!

Here, we setA(H,h0)59.31m3 /m4 and, by assuming the
parameterhx is defined analogously to Eq.~24! and enforc-
ing the weak-fluctuation asymptotic results ln x

2 '0.49s2
2,

we find thatc156.41. Also, in the saturation regime, we
have A(H,h0)hx

7/6'(kr0
2/L)7/65@1.7(m3 /m0)6/5s2

212/5#7/6,
which leads to

hx5
0.156

110.62~m3 /m4!6/7~m0 /m3!6/5s2
12/5

. ~51!

Thus, the large-scale log-irradiance variance~49! becomes

s ln x
2 5

0.49s2
2

@110.62~m3 /m4!6/7~m0 /m3!6/5s2
12/5#7/6

. ~52!

Becausem3'm1 andm4'm2 , it follows from Eq.~28! that
Eq. ~52! can be replaced by

s ln x
2 5

0.49s2
2

~110.56s2
12/5!7/6. ~53!

From these results we see that the scintillation index for an
uplink spherical wave under weak to strong fluctuations is
given by

s1
25expF 0.49s2

2

~110.56s2
12/5!7/61

0.51s2
2

~110.69s2
12/5!5/6G21,

0<s2
2,`, ~54!

wheres2
2 is defined by Eq.~40!.

We note that Eq.~54! differs from Eq. ~30! for the
downlink case under moderate to strong fluctuations, but
agrees with Eq.~30! for weak fluctuations. This difference
in behavior at large zenith angles is illustrated in Fig. 3 for
the same ground-level values of the structure parameterA
as considered in Fig. 1. Notice that for zenith angles ex-
ceeding 60 deg the scintillation index predicted by Eq.~54!
is somewhat greater~by more than 30%! than that shown in
Fig. 1 for the downlink case.

4.2 Covariance Function

Although the scintillation index for an uplink spherical
wave is similar to that for a downlink plane wave, the same
is not true of the corresponding covariance function. In
particular, for a spherical wave on an uplink path the small-
scale log-irradiance covariance is defined by
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Bln y~r!52.606B~H,h0!k2 secz

3E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!E

0

` k

~k21ky
2!11/6J0@kr~12j!#

3H 12cosFLk2

k
j~12j!G J dk dh

'1.303B~H,h0!k7/6~H2h0!5/6sec11/6z

3E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!E

0

` J0@r~12j!Akh/L#

~h1hy!11/6 dh dh, ~55!

where j512(h2h0)/(H2h0) and B(H,h0)
54.535m3 /m0 . The evaluation of these integrals yields

Bln y~r!'0.944s ln y
2 S kr2hy

L D 5/12m5~r!

m0
, ~56!

where s ln y
2 is defined by Eq.~46!, hy is defined by Eq.

~45!, and

m5~r!5E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!S h2h0

H2h0
D 5/6

3K5/6F S h2h0

H2h0
DAkr2hy

L G dh. ~57!

In a similar manner, the large-scale log-irradiance co-
variance under the geometrical optics approximation leads
to

Bln x~r!'1.303A~H,h0!~H2h0!2 sec3 z

3E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!j2~12j!2E

0

`

k4/3

3expF2
3

4 S k

kx
D 5/3

j5/3~12j!5/3G
3J0@kr~12j!# dk dh

's ln x
2 m4~r!

m4
, ~58!

whereA(H,h0)59.31m3 /m4 and

m4~r!5E
h0

H

Cn
2~h!j21/3~12j!21/3

31F1F7

5
;1;

2kr2hx~12j!1/3

3Lj5/3 G dh. ~59!

The nondimensional parameterhx50.156/(110.56s2
12/5),

and the large-scale log-irradiance scintillations ln x
2 is de-

fined by Eq.~53!. By summing the results~56! and~58!, we
have the irradiance covariance function for an uplink
spherical wave given by

BI~r!5expFs ln x
2 m4~r!

m4
10.944s ln y

2 S kr2hy

L D 5/12m5~r!

m0
G

21. ~60!

Unlike the downlink path, here we find the correlation
length at a satellite in either LEO or GEO to be on the order
of a hundred meters or more, much greater than the prob-
able size of any satellite.

5 Summary

In this paper we have extended the heuristic theory devel-
oped by Andrews et al.13 for moderate to strong optical
scintillation along a horizontal path with constantCn

2 to
uplink/downlink propagation paths applicable to satellite
communication systems. The scintillation model developed
for a downlink path from a satellite has the same functional
form as that for horizontal-path propagation of an infinite
plane wave, except here the Rytov variance is described by
Eq. ~14!. Under weak fluctuations~small zenith angles!, the
same model is also valid for an uplink diverged or spherical
wave; however, our results suggest that greater scintilla-
tions occur for an uplink path with large zenith angles than
for the downlink case. In addition to the scintillation model,
we have also developed expressions for the corresponding
covariance function of irradiance for uplink/downlink
paths. In all cases, the new results are in good agreement
with conventional weak-scintillation theory for zenith
angles less than 45 to 60 deg, but departures from weak-
scintillation theory are predicted by the new models for
larger zenith angles.

Fig. 3 Scintillation index (solid curves) of an uplink optical wave to a
receiver on the ground as a function of zenith angle and two values
of ground-level Cn

2(0). The wavelength is l51.06 mm, and the dot-
ted curves correspond to Eq. (14).
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